
EPAOs – Inclusive Best Practice: 
Reasonable Adjustments 
 

Overview 

Many of the new Apprenticeship standards make reference to reasonable adjustments but stipulate 
that you should refer to the EPAO Reasonable Adjustment Policy.  Having carried out a review these 
differ and in some cases do not yet exist which does not give a valid, reliable and manageable 
approach to supporting individuals with support needs. 

To support the work of the 4 C’s and the consistency element identified by the EPAOs, a number of 
EPAOs are working with Cognassist to establish a reasonable adjustment matrix to support EPAOs in 
applying appropriate and consistent judgements and that will be the base of a Reasonable 
Adjustment Policy agreed by IFA. 

Approach 

The aim is to build a matrix of reasonable adjustments based around the Higher Education Statistical 
Authority’s (HESA) disability grouping framework detailed below. 

1. No known disability 
2. Cognitive processing need such as dyslexia, dyspraxia, executive function 
3. Social/ communication need such autistic spectrum condition 
4. Long standing illness such as cancer, epilepsy 
5. A mental health condition 
6. A physical need such as crutches or wheelchair user 
7. Hearing need 
8. Visual need 

Each of these difficulties/disabilities will then be overlaid with the following assessment methods to 
ensure the most suitable adjustments are applied for each situation and for each assessment 
method determined in the assessment plan. 

Assessment Methods 

1. Observation 
2. Practical demonstration 
3. Knowledge Test 
4. Business Project 
5. Presentation 
6. Professional Discussion 

 

Next steps 

Draft assessment matrix to be shared with a working group consisting of: 

Chaired by: 

• Jason Holt – Apprenticeship Ambassador  

Representation from: 

• DFE, IfA, CognAssist, AELP, AOC, EPAOs, Employers and Providers 
• Development of Reasonable Adjustment Policy 
• Training to support EPAOs and Assessors in adopting reasonable adjustments 



 

Example of potential reasonable adjustment for verbal memory 

Adaptations for Assessors during End Point Assessment 
 

ASSESSMENT TYPE POSSIBLE EXAMPLES OF ADAPTATION TO 
EXEMPLIFY – NOT FINAL OR AGREED LIST 

➔ observation based ➔ Any verbal questions should also be 
provided in written format 

➔ Allow time for the learner to think before 
answering 

➔ practical demonstration based ➔ Verbal questioning should be supported 
by written questions wherever possible. 

➔ Do not use multiple part questions - ask 
short questions one at a time 

➔ test based ➔ Any jargon should be explicitly 
explained 

➔ project based ➔ If the project involves an 
interview/discussion, advanced written 
notification of the questions would be 
beneficial 

➔ Allow time for the learner to think before 
answering 

➔ presentation based ➔ Additional time 
➔ The learner should be allowed to use 

notes cards to assist their verbal 
delivery 

➔ discussion based ➔ Verbal questions should be supported 
by written questions wherever possible. 

➔ Additional time for the learner to gather 
thoughts before verbalising answer 

➔ Showcase ➔ Additional time 
➔ The learner should be allowed to use 

notes cards to assist their verbal 
delivery 

 


